Abstract: This review paper presents a study about entity search engine with knowledge mining framework. It describes details about search engine for entity as a lot of information is rapidly growing on the web, extracting this valuable information of real-world entity is most tedious task. Search engine plays a vital role in collecting and understanding this valuable information. In order to reach more accurate resulted information, there is need to develop and utilized unique characteristics of a web. This paper introduces the concept of search engine for entity. It also describes about architecture and iknoweb framework adopted for it. It presents the summary of information about real-world entity.
Introduction
The main purpose of developing SEE (Search Engine for Entity) is to present summary of relevant information about the searched entity i.e. person, location, organization etc. instead of navigating through number of web pages. By applying question-answering system in iknoweb framework solves the problem of name disambiguation.
The need for collecting and understanding Web information about a real-world entity (such as a person or a product) is currently fulfilled manually through search engines. However, information about a single entity might appear in thousands of Web pages. Even if a search engine could find all the relevant Web pages about an entity, the user would need to sift through all these pages to get a complete view of the entity. Some basic understanding of the structure and the semantics of the web pages could significantly improve people's browsing and searching experience.Based our entity extraction and search technologies, we have been developing entity search engines to generate summaries of web entities from billions of public web pages and to allow for exploration of their relationships.
Potential applications include information extraction, information retrieval, and knowledge base population. However, this task is challenging due to name variations and entity ambiguity. The most challenging problem in entity information integration is name disambiguation. This is because we simply don't have enough signals on the Web to make automated disambiguation decisions with high confidence. In many cases, search engine need knowledge in users' minds to help connect knowled ge pieces automatically mined by algorithms. So propose a novel knowledge mining framework (called iKnoweb) to add people into the knowledge mining loop and to interactively solve the name disambiguation problem with users.
Architecture
An architecture of entity search engine is shown in figure 1.
A crawler
Crawler is the program which will visits the web pages and fetches the data according to targeted entities. Most of the search engines have such type of program called spider or boat.
Here is the process that a web crawler follows [3] :  Using the available training data, machine learning model will automatically extracts the information about the entity.  Extract all the links on that page.  Follow each of those links to find new pages.  Extract all the links from all of the new pages found.  Follow each of those links to find new pages.  Extract all the links from all of the new pages found.
Classification
The crawled data is classified into different entity types, such as papers, authors, products, and locations and for each type, a specific entity extractor is built to extract structured entity information from the web data ( [1] , [2] ).
Aggregation
The data about the same entity will be aggregated.
Entity Linking and Disambiguation
Once the entity information is extracted and integrated, it is put into the web entity store, and search engines for entity can be constructed based on the structured information in the entity store ( [1] , [2] , [4] ). The characteristics of entity search engine are as follows
Here is the process that a web crawler follows [3] :  Entity search engines can return a ranked list of entities most relevant for a user query ( [1] , [9] ).  Entity search engines enable users to explore highly relevant information during searches to discover interesting relationships/facts about the entities associated with their queries.  Entity search engines detect the popularity of an entity and enable users to browse entities in different categories ranked by their prominence during a given time period.  Entity search engines rank text blocks from web pages by the likelihood of their being the entity description blocks.
Advanced entity search techniques and frameworks (such as iknoweb) are applied to make search more accurate.
An information about the single entity may distributed over more number of web pages. Entity extraction is the most tedious task because of the name disambiguation problem. Name disambiguation is also the major problem in entity integration. This is the challenging task to improve the search quality of search engine.To overcome the problem of name disambiguation,we propose a novel entity disambiguation framework (called iKnoweb) to add people into the knowledge mining loop and to interactively solve the name disambiguation problem with users ([1], [2] , [4] ). Figure 2 shows the iKnoweb framework and it is explained as follows:
Overview of iknoweb
 Using the available training data, machine learning model will automatically extracts the information about the entity.  The information obtained from extraction process is then merged into MRU's.  When user enters the query for searching entity, he/she will go through the selecting some MRU or question/answering system to get result more accurately.  The confirmed knowledge gained through question/answering system is stored into entity store.  This confirmed knowledge can be used as a seeds for further improvement of entity extraction process.
Components of iknoweb Framework
Specifically, the iknoweb framework consists of fallowing components [1] . 1) Maximum Recognition Unit:We need to automatically detect highly accurate knowledge units, and the key here is to ensure that the precision is higher than or equal to that of human performance. 2) Question Generation: By asking easy questions, iKnoweb can gain broad knowledge about the targeted entity. An example question could be: "Is the person a researcher? (Yes or No)", the answer can help the system find the topic of the web appearances of the entity. 3) MRU and Question Re-Ranking: iKnoweb learns from user interactions, and the users will see more and more relevant MRUs and questions after several user interactions. 4) Network Effects:A new User will directly benefit from the knowledge contributed by others, and our learning algorithm will be improved through users' participation. 5) Interaction Optimization:This component is used to determine when to ask questions, and when to invite users to initiate the interaction and to provide more signals.
Web Entity Extraction
Web entity extraction is the task of extracting knowledge pieces of an entity from each individual web page within the web corpus and integrating all the pieces of the entity together [1] . Following figure 3 shows the web entity extraction: 
Related Work
After extracting all the entities and their relationships from unstructured and structured data all these information has to integrate it into a single unit that is interactive entity information integration. This is the last phase of the entity search engine construction. The information about a single entity may be distributed in diverse web sources. So entity information integration is unavoidable one.
The most challenging problem in entity information integration is name disambiguation. For solving this name disambiguation propose a novel knowledge mining framework (called iKnoweb). This adds people into the knowledge mining loop and to interactively solve the name disambiguation problem with users. Because the same knowledge may be represented using different text patterns in different web pages, this motivates us to use bootstrapping methods to interactively discover new patterns through some popular seed knowledge.
One important concept in iKnoweb [1] is Maximum Recognition Units (MRU), which serves as atomic units in the interactive name disambiguation process. A Maximum Recognition Unit is a group of knowledge pieces (such as web appearances, scientific papers, entity facts, or data records), which are fully automatically assigned to the same entity identifier with 100% confidence that they refer to the same entity (or at lease with accuracy equal to or higher than that of human performance), and each Maximum Recognition Unit contains the maximal number of knowledge pieces which could be automatically assigned to the entity given the available technology and information.
Conclusion
In search engine for entity which aims and targets to extract valuable and important information as an information unit and solves the problem of name disambiguation with iknoweb framework with more accuracy than traditional searches. By presenting summary of the information about the entity, it removes the necessity to navigate through all the web pages for getting complete view of entity.
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